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McMillan Announces Safari Club Limited Edition Rifle Series
Commemorating the Safari Club International
Phoenix, Arizona (February 26, 2009) – McMillan announces the Safari Club Limited Edition Rifle Series
featuring McMillan’s custom African hunting rifle, the Prestige. Only five rifles will be offered in this
exclusive series commemorating Safari Club International (SCI). McMillan will donate a portion of each
sale to SCI.
The Safari Club Limited Edition Rifle Series is designed for the adventurous game hunter who wants the
finest engineering, but with traditional styling. The Prestige comes with two stocks, McMillan’s
fiberglass stock and a finely handcrafted exhibition grade English walnut stock. Both stocks are fully
hand bedded. The wood stock includes two cross bolts, a 1” Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad, and a 14”
length of pull. The Prestige is offered in three calibers, .375 H&H, .416 Rem and .404 Jeffrey and .500
Jeffrey. The rifle has integral express sights, quarter rib, barrel band and front sight machined into the
barrel giving it the classic lines of an African rifle. The 24" match grade barrel gives fast handling and
quick pointing, while retaining maximum velocity. The Prestige uses the McMillan G30 Control Round
Feed action for positive feeding and extraction. Talley bases and Talley QD scope rings are included as
standard.
Dual stocks allow the Prestige to be both a working rifle and an exhibition rifle. “You can use the
fiberglass stock in the field and the wood stock to showcase your collection,” stated Kelly McMillan,
president of McMillan Group International.
The SCI package also includes two custom-fitted cases—a vintage safari luggage presentation case and a
hard travel case. Each package contains one box of Federal premium ammunition and a Dewey one-piece
cleaning rod, jag and bronze brush.
The total cost of the Safari Club Limited Edition Rifle Series is $9,995 without scope and $11,995 with a
Swarovski scope.
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According to McMillan, “We are proud to partner with SCI. The Safari Club Limited Edition Rifle Series
is a tribute to the old world heritage of exotic hunting and has an heirloom quality for the discriminating
collector.”
The Prestige is part of McMillan’s Custom Collection, a new line of custom hunting rifles based on the
premise that superior technology builds a superior rifle. The Custom Collection is comprised of seven
different rifle models. The foundation for each rifle is the McMillan G30 action and McMillan’s
fiberglass stock technology. Only the finest match grade barrels, triggers, custom grade hardware, and
accessories are used in the collection.
For additional information, visit www.mcmillanusa.com.
About McMillan
Operating companies in the McMillan family now include
McMillan Fiberglass Stocks
McMillan Fiberglass Stocks manufactures custom rifle stocks and accessories. Product areas
include Tactical, Competition, Benchrest, Hunting & Sport, and Ultralight. Customers include
shooters, military, law enforcement, government agencies, custom gunsmiths and OEM rifle
manufacturers. Manufacturing capacity has recently expanded to accommodate the strong
demand for the extensive product line.
McMillan Machine Company
McMillan Machine Company is a contract manufacturer of precision machined
parts. Industry specializations include firearms, aerospace and other applications where precision
tolerances must be held. Capabilities include multi-axis CNC and EDM processes.
McMillan Firearms Manufacturing
McMillan Firearms Manufacturing manufactures and markets the McMillan rifles. The company
includes tactical and hunting divisions.
McMillan Tactical Products
McMillan Tactical Products markets custom tactical rifles, gear and accessories designed
for the specialized needs of military and law enforcement.
McMillan Hunting Products
McMillan Hunting Products develops and markets a line of premium custom hunting
rifles and products.
McMillan Group International
McMillan Group International is the corporate parent for a family of companies committed to
excellence in the firearms industry.
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